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AN AUSTRALIAN FUEL SUBSTITUTION TAX MODEL: ORANI-LFT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

V.B. Hall, T.P. Truong, 
and 

Nguyen Van Anh* 

Over the past ten years, the revenue collected by Australia's Co=onwealth government 
from excises and royalties on liquid fuels has increased substantially. These revenues have 
risen from around six per cent of total caxation in 1975-76 to nearly 12.5 per cent in 1985-86, 
and from 43.6 per cent of total excise revenue to 76 per cent over the same period (Figure 1). 

The proportion of liquid fuels excise and royalties raised from each of crude oil and 
petroleum products has also varied considerably, and changed particularly dramatically 
du.-ing 1986-87 (Figure 2). These changes have been induced variously by movements in 
volumes produced and demanded and by policy decisions affecting import pariry prices and 
tax rates. For example, it is cleat from Figure 3 that the dramatic fall in crude oil revenue can 
be associated with falls in all three of the import parity price, the crude oil levy rate, and the 
production of indigenous crude. But in Figure 4, the corresponding substantial increase in 
products revenue is most closely aligned with an increased excise rate . 

A major general purpose of this paper is therefore to identify the principal aggregate and 
saucrural impacts which result from a substantial switch to pecroleum products excise 
revenue from crude oil levy revenue. Industrial ·sector interfuel substitution effects are 
explicitly allowed for, under conditions of no net change in nominal or real liquid fuel ta.x 
receipts! . Specific account is also taken of two important strands of the Australian 
government's pre-1988 oil regularory framework, namely the import parity pricing (IPP) and 
domestic allocation systems2 for crude oil. 

* Victoria University of Wellington, and the Universities of New South Wales and 
Sydney respectively. We wish to acknowledge, without implication, helpful discussions with 
Ross Chapman and Keith Huggan, and comments received during presentations ac the 
University of Sydney, the Reserve Bank of Australia, the August 1987 Auscralasian 
Econometric Society Meeri• gs, the Bureau of Industry Economics, Stanford University , the 
University of California at Santa Barbara, the July 1988 Internatioaal Association for Energy 
Economics Meetings, and an INIPACT Research Cencre Workshop in Computable General 
Equilibrium Modelling. 
J/ Sensitivity of the major resuJts co different wage indexation and a wider range of 
macroeconomic assumptions can be reported at a later date, once further software is 
available. A preliminary idea of the degree of sensitivity can be obtained from work in a noa
interfuel substirution context by Dixon ( 19&5) and the Industries Assistance Commission 
(1986), summarised briefly in section 2 of Hall, Truong and Nguyen (1987). 
lJ Broadly, the domestic allocation scheme guaranteed domestic producers a marker for 
their production, and required each refiner/marketer to talce up an aliocation of indigenous 
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A two-stage methodological approach is adopted, due to the complex nature of Australia's oil 
and pell"Oleum products markers. The first stage. set out in section 2, is partial equilibrium in 
nature, and involves singling out the most significant supply, demand and price features for a 
Stylised single oil market. This information is then used in two dimensional diagrams to get 
some feel for broad price, quantity and tax revenue directions of movement. Tne second stage 
involves che use of a short run general equilibrium (SRGE) model, ORANl-LfT, to obtain 
illustrative numerical magnitudes. 

ORANI-LFT (1,iquid ]:uel Tax) and its mode of use is described in sections 3 and 4. It 
consists of three modules. The major module is the standard framework of the ORANI 
multisectoral model of the Australian economy (Dixon et al. 1982). This has recently been 
extended by Truong (1986) for short run energy applications, with hls ORAi'!I-FUEL model 
having been used to examine the relative strengths of income and fuel substirution effecrs on 
industry output. The third module, LFT, when added to ORANI-FUEL, becomes ORA1'i1-
LFr and can be used to simulate tax experiments. 

This paper therefore takes SRGE app lications in the energy area for Australia a stage further, 
by developing an analytical tool capable of tackling a range of issues related co liquid fuel tax 
revenues. 

For our revenue switching experiment referred to above, the particular catalyst assumed is a 
ten per cent fall in the world price of crude oil. The specific set of questions chosen co be 
addressed are: 

What are the pell"Oleum products excise rate increases required to achieve nominal or 
real liquid fuel tax revenue neucralicy? 

What is the extent of th.e pell"Oleum products price change, nee of the IPP fall and the 
excise race increase? 

What are the nee comparative static macroeconomic effects on such variables as the 
ORANI CPI, aggregate employment and the balance of trade? 

What are the nee structural effects on industry output and employment? 

To what extent is there substirurion from use of other fuels to petroleum products? 

Illustrative empirical results corresponding to these five questions are described in section 5. 
Concluding remarks are sec out in section 6. 

2 . A STYLISED MARKET FOR CRUDE OIL 

As the liquid fuel issues being addressed are empirically complex, and the strUcrural detail 
inherent in ORAN! is considerable, an initial appreciation of the key institutional and 
microfoundation elements is best obtained from a stylised model of the market for crude oil. 

Dealing fuse with oil market volumes, the domesric demand for crude comes primarily from 
the oil refining industry, and there are tnree basic avenues for supply: through the domestic 
partial allocation scheme, the domestic free market, and net imports. The partial allocation 
scheme has been the dominant source of supply in recent years3, and therefore provides the 

crude oil in proportion to their market shares of sales of certain refined products (ORE, l985, 
1987). 
}/ For example, for the first half of 1985, the domestic free market and net imports were 
forecast by the ORE ( I 985, pp. 10-11) to provide only 15000 barrels per day (15 kbd) and 25 
kbd respectively, whlle the partial allocatio• scheme was to provide 413 kbd. Bass Strait was 
to provide 350 kbd, and small producers such as those in the Cooper Basin, Barrow Island 
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Commonwealth government with most of its crude oil levy revenue•( Domestic refmeries are 
the primary source of supply of petroleum products which are demanded in substantial 
quantities by boch the industrial (including cransponation) and household sectors. 

Key fearures of che crude oil levy, the perroleum products excise and their respective revenue 
collections are that: 

crude oil levy is imposed primarily on indigenous oil produced under the domestic 
allocation scheme, and at a rebated a.mount on free market production. A summary 
aggregate levy rate (in $/barrel) can be calculated as in Figure 3, from multiplying the 
marginal percentage levy rates (weighted by relevant volume category) by the IPP (in 
$/barrel). Crude oil levy revenue can therefore be approximated by the aggregate levy 
rate times domestic partial allocation and free market production5. 

perroleum productS excise is levied on the domestic demand for products supplied 
from boch domestic and overseas refineries. Rates vary by rype of product, but if one 
assumes an average rate (in cents/lirre) for all industries and the household sector, 
chen this tax revenue can be regarded as the average taX rate times volume demanded. 

For the SRGE analysis, it will be necessary to cake into account key differences between the 
crude oil and petroleum produces markets, but dealing with a single oil market is sufficiently 
satisfac1ory for a stylised rreaanenr. 

One form of such analysis has recently been presented by Piggott, Veale and Stevens (1987). 
They have demonstrated (see Figure 5) char, under conditions of no change in the crude oil 
levy rate, imposition of the levy solely on 'old' (consrant short run marginal cost of 
production) oil, liquid fuel tax revenue neutrality, and an inelastic price elasticity of demand 
for oil, a fall in the world price of oil would lead to: 

an increase in the perroleum products excise ra1e, the magnitude of which would lead 
to a new price (W") still less than the price prior co !he world price fall (W); 

an increased demand for oil ac the new lower price which has co be met from a 
combination of higher cost 'new' oil and from impons; 

lower profits for che producers (due co the lower price received, the unchanged crude 
oil levy rate, and relatively unchanged production costS) and gains co the consumer 
(from the price fall being greater than the petroleum productS excise increase). 

But for the purposes of our specific experimencs, a somewhat more complex stylised 
representation is required. So, in Figure 6, allowance is additionally made for the levy to be 
imposed on both old and new oil, and for both domestic allocation scheme and free market 
production, under conditions of an initially constant and then .a conrinuously rising shon run 
marginal cost curve(MC). That part of the i\<lC curve from P to R represencs the marginal cost 
of extraction from the large old oil fields, while the lacer segment from R onwards representS 

and Queensland were to provide !he other 63 kbd. Corresponding figures for 1987-88 are 
available in DRE(1987, pp. 45-46). 
1/ Of significance here also has been the influence since 1 July 1985 of various forms of 
rebate of excise payable on free market sales (mainly expons), where prices realised were 
below the current IPP (1986-87 Budget Paper No. 1, p. 319). 
;JI In 1985-86, the Commonwealth's excise ' take' from crude oil was equivalent to about 
56 per cent of the average Bass Srrait IPP of A$37.86 per barrel. This price refers to 
domestically produced, excisable 'old' and 'new' crude oil sold under allocation 
a.rrangemems. Until recently, the marginal excise race varied from a high of 87% for old oil 
(discovered before 18 September 1975) with an annual production level exceeding 600 
megalirres, co a low of 35% for new oil with the same production level (1986-87 B udgec 
Paper No. l, p.319). 
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marginal coses for the new mostly smaller fields. Oil from the old fields (e.g. the volume PQ) 
can be sold to the domestic free market or exported only after domestic allocation scheme 
requirements have been satisfied. 

In the absence of any crude oil levy, the domestic supply curve for oil is therefore 
represenced in Figure 6 by MC. Bue with an assumed IPP of PQ and a crude oil levy schedule 
applico.ble solely to domestic allocation production, the posr-/evy domestic supply curve is 
PQABS. The distance BG represents the volume of imports necessary to satisfy the demand 
for both light and heavy crudes not able co be produced locilly. 6 Total domestic demand for 
both light and heo.vy crudes is represenced by D'D. The area QABSR reflects crude oil levy 
revenue obtained ac price PQ, with PPQAQ showing the supernormal profits associated with 
production for the free markeL 

The remaining three key aspects of our revenue switching experiment which need co be 
explained in terms of Figure 6, relate to the taX revenue and other implications of imposing 
IPP for crude, IPP for petroleum products, and liquid fuel taX revenue neutrality. These 
implications are as follows: 

lmpon -pariry pricing for crude: if the domestic import parity price for crude were co 
be cut from P0 10 P1, this would result in a loss of crude oil excise revenue. The loss 
can be described by the area ABLK if the domestic allocation volume were to remain 
unchanged, and free market production were 10 continue unmxecl 

Impon-pariry pricing for petroleum p roducts: co recover the loss in cru.de oil excise 
revenue, suppose the government were ro increase the average excise rate on 
petroleum products. Although petr0leum product is not represenced explicitly in 
Figure 6, the effect of a petroleum product excise increase can be represented by an 
equivalent increase in the price of crude from P1 to, say, P2. If impons of petroleum 
product of FH are allowed, then ic makes sense co assume also thac che government 
wants to maintain impon-parity price for petroleum products as well as for crude.7 
Total petroleum produces taX revenue raised would then be che area P1P2HJ. 

Liquid fuel tax revenue neutralicy: Tue relationship between the fall in crude oil 
excise and the increase in petr0leum product excise will be determined by some form 
of taX revenue neucrality constraint. For example, in terms of Figure 6 ilie loss in 
crude oil excise would be comple tely recovered if the areas KABL and P1P2HJ were 
equal, i.e. (P1P2EK + LFHJ) were equal to EABF. 

Bue in more complex partial equilibrium and in general equilibrium analyses, whether P2 
ends up above or below PQ will depend on the cost sauccures in particular industries and the 
taX incidence on those industries and the household sector. To explore this latter issue more 
thoroughly, it is necessary to rum to the suitably modified applied general equilibrium model 
explained and illuscraced in the next three sections. 

§/ Net impons of crude oil have tended 10 be smaller still, as at times in recenc ye:i.rs 
Australia has exported significant volumes of light crude. 
]/ This implies th:u impon duties may have to be levied on imported petr0leum product 
10 maintain the import-parity for the basic (i.e .. before markups) price of petroleum producL 
To simplify the experimenc, however, we assume that the government achieves this by 
varying che sales taX on imported petr0leum product (See Section 4 below). 
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3. THE FUEL SUBSTITUTION TAX MODEL: ORA.'11-LFT. 

ORANI-LFT consists of three distinct modules. These are: 

the currently available standard version of ORA.i'll, documented in detail in Dixon, 
Parmenter, Sunon and Vincem (1982) (hereafter DPSY), and presented in schematic 
outline form in Parmenter and Meagher (1985). 

an indusaial sector interfuel substirution module, which together with standard 
ORANI corn prises che model ORANT-FUEL, presented in Truong ( 1986). 

the '!,iquid-.Euel Taxation' module, LFT, which when considered wich ORA1'-U
FUEL, is termed ORANI-LFT. 

As the standard ORAi'll and ORANI-FUEL models have been fully described elsewhere, it is 
necessary co sec down below only the elements and equations of LFT, and those key features 
of ORANI and ORAl'II-FUEL considered especially relevant to our experimems. The latter 
include the following: 

The basic price of domestically produced output of good i depends on the cost of all 
goods used (whether domestic or foreign in origin), the cos t of aggregate labour, 
capital and agricul tural land inputs, · other cost tickets' (including ta"<es on production 
such as the crude oil levy), various forms of technical change and relevant cost share 
variables. The basic price cherefore excludes sales taxes and margin costs. and does 
not vary across industries. DPSV (pp.108-111, including equations (18.2) and (18.3)) 
provides further details. 

The purcha:;er's prices (see DPSY. pp.115-117, including equations (18.18) and 
(18.19)) paid by che domestic indusaial and household sector users of good i depend 
on the relevant basic price, sales ta..xes (such as the petroleum products excise), co~,s 
of ' margin' services (such as transportation costs, wholesale and retail margins), and 
share variables. These prices can therefore vary across users. 

Per unit ra:.c rares on production and sales are in tum expressed (see DPSY, p.116, 
equation (18.20) and equations (5), (6) and (7) below) in terms of an ORA1'41 
consumer price index (CPI) influence, and a real ad valorem or real specific tax rate. 
This enables ra:.c revenue to reflect indexation. real tax rate, and volume of output or 
sales effects. 

The three-tier producrion sm1crure (DPSY, ss.11-12), while allowing for imperfect 
substitution at the third level between labour skill categories, and at the second level 
between domestic and imported material inpucs and between aggregate labour, capital 
and agricultural land. assumes ac the fin;c level that the n material inputs, the 
aggregate primary factor, and other cosc tickecs are combined in Leonoef fixed 
proportions. This sC.lndard framework therefore doesn't allow for substitution 
between individual material (including energy) inputs nor between aggregate energy 
and other aggregate factor inputs. Consequently, it does not allow for any change in 
relative prices of energy inputs co affect input demands through the incerfuel 
substitution process nor to affect indusay outputs through long run imerfactor 
substitution processes. 

In OR.Ai'U-FUEL, allowance is made for inre,tuel (but not interfaccor) subsriwtion 
influences, by introducing non-Leontief technology for a separate energy inputs 
block. Tnis is done, as set down briefly in Appendix A, by taking the rclevam 
Leontief expression with its technological coefficient, a( l )jj, eguating it with a 
Theil(! 980) cost minimised input demand equation, and finding a(\ )ij co be a function 
of individual fuel price and share variables, own price and cross price elasticiry of 
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demand parameters, total energy demand in industry j and its elasticity of demand 
parameter. 

The LFf module consisrs essentially of a liquid fuel ta~ revenue constro.int allowing the 
model to be run in either nominal or real revenue neutrality form, although it also needs to be 
seen in conjunction wich the IPP constraintS and the single tax. rate constraint explained in 
section 4. 

For LFf itSCLf, then, first let: 

T AX.1 = the government's revenue from crude oil excise. 
TAX2 = the government's revenue from pea-oleum product 

excise borne by industries. 
TAX.3 = the government's revenue from perroleurn product 

excise borne by households.8 

Si = TAX.if (Li TAX.i) 
= the share of tax. revenue type i (i= 1,2,3) in total tax revenue. 

taxi = percentage change in T AXi-

The principle of liquid fuel taX revenue neucraliry implies: 

l: Sj. UlXj .. 6. !;(3) 

where: 

!;(3) = percentage change in OR.ANT CPI. 
6 = 0 if tax revenue is to be neutral in nominal terms, 

= l if tax revenue is to be neucral in real rerms. 

Using standard ORAN! notation9 the three tax revenue componencs can be expressed as: 

(1) 

~ The shares of these taxes vary considerably from year to year. As a result. tt 1s 
imponam to note the specific values of these shares in the year of the standard OR.Ai'fl data 
base used by this experiment. that is 1977-78. In this year (see Blampied. 1985) we have 
sales tax revenue on 'oil, gas, and brown coal' = S449.250m, and production tax revenue on 
'oil, gas, and brown coal'= S115.868m. Since 'oil' is used as input into the 'petroleum and 
coal products'industry(56), 'gas' is used as input into the 'gas' industry(85), and brown coal 
is used as an input into the 'elecoicicy' industry(84), the proportions of the co=odicy 'oil. 
gas, and brown coal' going into these industries must reflect the proportions of sales mxes 
falling on oil, gas, and brown coal separately. From Blampied ( 1985), the corresponding sales 
m.x figures are S445.558m. Sl.156m, and S 1.449m. with the value of S44S.558m being close 
to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figure of S443.lm depicted for 1977-78 crude oil 
revenue in Figure 2. What this must imply is that, while the excise on crude oil is represented 
in the ORANI daca base simply as sales taX, in our general equilibrium revenue switching 
experiment, it is necessary for us to use the production tax figure TAX. 1 = Sl 15.868m instead 
of the sales iax figure $445.558m. The percentage change in crude oil excise in our 
experiment will therefore tend to be exaggeraled relative 10 the change in petroleum sales m.x 
revenue, because of the smaller base value having to be used for TAX J. From 
Blampied(1985), TAX2 (= sales tax on petroleum products going to all industries) = 
S396.767m. and T AX3 (= sales tax on pea-oleum productS used by households)= S4-+0.132m. 
According to the ORANI data base, the totn.l sales taxes on crude and petroleum productS are 
thus S836.899m. close to the 1977-78 ABS petroleum productS revenue figure represented in 
Figure 2. 
2/ Industry j= 15 stands for crude (although as explained in Appendix A. the data base 
currently also includes gas and brown coal); commodity i=58 stands for petroleum (:tnd coal) 
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TAX!= p(l)g+2,j Xg+2j; for j = l5; 

TAX2 = 1:s1:jTAX2j 

= 1:51:jG(is,j I) x (l)(is)j; for i=58; s=l,2; all j's; 

TAX3 = 1:sG(is,3) x(3)(is); for i=58; s=l,2; 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where P( l lg+2j and XCl)g-'-2.j are lhe price and demand levels respectively for o!her cost 
tickets whicn are used to sunufate production taXes (DPSY, p. 70); G(isjl) and XCl)(is)j are 
sales tax on. and the demand level for, commodity i from source s for use in industry j; 
simHarly, G(is,3) and X<3)(is) represent sales tax and demand level by household. 

Using lower case t0 denote percentage or log change 10, and making allowance for each rax to 
be expressed as a combination of a real specific change and a nominal change indexed to the 
change in the ORAN! CPI , equations (2)-(4) can be re-written (see also DPSV equations 
(12.25), (18.20), (18.21), (22.7)):11 

where: 

taxt = p0lg+2j + x0lg+2j 

= 1;(3) + f(l) g+2j + Zj ; for j = 15; 

rax2 = LsLj s* sj [g(isjl) + x(l)(is)j] 

= 1:s.E_j s* sj [1;(3) + v(is,jl) + x<1)(is)j]; for i = 58; all j's; 

iax3 = I:5 s(3)5 [g(is,3) + x<3)(is)J 

= 1:s s0\ [1;(3) + v(is,3) + x<3)(is)J ;i = 58; 

~ = percentage change in industry j's activity level; 
f\llg+2 j = the shift term co simulate changes to the price of other cost ticketS 

' (production taX); 
S* sj = [G(isjl) X{ l)(is)j]/ [.E_j G(is,j l)XO)(is)j]; for i = 58 ; :ill j 's; 
v(isJ l) = the percentage cfiange in real excise races on commodity i from source s 

purchased by industry j; 

(5) 

(6) 

(J) 

v(is,3) = the percentage change in real excise race on commodity i from sources 
purchased by the household sector; 

x(l)(is)j = the percentage change in demand for commodity i from sources going to 
industry j; 

xC3l(is) = the percentage change in demand for commodity i from source s going to 
the hoi,t~ebold sector; 

s(3)5 u G(is.3) x{-'J(is) / I:sG(is,3) x(3)(is); for i=58; s=l,2. 

Substiruting (5) to (7) into (1), and re-defining the lbree tax components to include only the 
domestic source, equation (1) can now be wriuen in full as: 

products; source s=l is domestic, source s=2 is impons; industry j=56 is pcrroleum and coal 
products (refinery). For more information on ORAl'll notation. see DPSY, pp 14-15 . 
.lQ/ This is also the standard ORAN! notation. Throughout the paper whenever n lower 
case is used, the words percentage, or log, change are implicit. 
ll/ In standard ORAN! set up, the price of other cost ticketS is 100 percent indexed to the 
CPI, i.e. the indexation parameter h(l)g+2,j in DPSV equation (22.7) is sec to l. Also, we 
assume that there are no other discretionary changes co other cost ticketS in industry 15, i.e. 
the shift terms a(l)j, aCng+2J (see DPSV, equation (12.25)) are sec to zero for j=l5. 
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8.i;{3) = S1 .ta:<j + S2.tax2 + S3.tax3 

=SI (1;(3) + f(l)g+2,j' + Zj') + 

S2Zs(Lj s\j (i;(3) + v(is,jl) + xCl)(is)jll + 

S3Zs(1;(3) + v(is,3) + x<3\is)l; 

for j' = 15, i = 58, and s=l,2. 

4. CONDUCTING EXPERIMENTS WITH ORAi'il-LFT 

(8) 

When particular experimems are conducted with ORANI-LFT, sets of assumptions have to 
be made in three broad areas, viz:-

What shon run macroeconomic closllre assumptions are to be imposed? 
What ranges of values are chosen for the induscrial sector interfuel substitution 
elasticities? 
What form of regime is chosen for LFT? 

In order to focus primary attention on the impact of adding the LFT module, the illustrative 
experiments reponed here imposed only two differenc closuresl2 and Truong's (1986) mid
range interfuel substitution elasticity values 13. 

For ORANI's standard shon run macroeconomic closure, (see Cooper, McLaren and Powell 
(1985), it is currently necessary to choose three of the following variables as exogenous: 

either the aggregate price level or exchange rate, 

either the aggregate real wage or level of employmenc, 

either the real balance of trade or real absorption (real household aggregate 
expendirure plus aggregate real private investment expenditure plus real govemmem 
final expendirure). 

\Ve chose, for these initial shon run experimentsl4, 10 take the nominal exchange rate as 
fixed, thereby allowing the real exchange rate to vary with the ORANI CPI; to assume an 
unchanged real wage, implying full wage indexation ro the ORAN! CPI, labour in excess 
supply and aggregate employment determined endogenously; and to presenc resulrs for each 
of the varying balance of trade and varying real domestic absorption cases. 

With respect to the form of regime chosen for LFT, it is necessary to specify both the source 
of the shock to crude oil levy revenue and r.he form of regularory environment applicable ro 
the crude oil market. 

As indicated in the Inrroduction, the source of the shock could be via price channels due to 
changes in product price and/or excise rates or be the result of volume (i.e. changes in 
demand or production) effects. The particular shock to revenue chosen was an exogenous 
10% fall in the world price of crude oil 

J1/ For further explanation of macroeconomic closure assumptions, see Cooper, McLaren 
and Powell ( 1985), Meagher and Parmenter (1985), and Powell (1985) . 
.Ll/ These mid-range own price and cross price elasticities of demand for ten induscries 
are reproduced in Appendix B from Truong (1986, Appendix B). Truong (1986, Tables 4, 5) 
has reponed on the sensitivity of ORANI-FUEL results to changes in these price elasticities. 
W For shon run closure, standard trearmem is to take the capital stock employed in each 
industry as fixed, thereby allowing rates of return in each industry to be determined 
endogenously. 
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In terms of the regulatory environment, the basic choice involves the current regulated 
market as described above, or a "deregulated" market as proposed in ORE (1987). In the 
remainder of this section and the next section, we present equations and results only for the fonner. 

The impact of the 10% cue in world crude prices can therefore now be explained in standard 
ORAN! terminology as follows: 15 

Assume there is an exogenous shock of -10% to the ci.f foreign currency price of imported 
crude p(m)(i2) (i=l 7). To maintain export pricing parity, the expon price (f.o.b.) of crude oil 
pe(il) is also shocked by the same percentage (using the shift term fe(il), i=l7). The shock to 
p(m)(i2) is then translated into a shock to the basic price of imported crude p{o){i2) (i= l7). 
To maintain IPP for domestic crude, i.e. to preserve the relationship: 

p(O)(il) = p(0)(i2); fori = 17, 
(9) 

it is assumed the government will vary the production excise on domestic crude, i.e. the value 
of f'(l)g+2,j, (j=l 5). IPP for crude is then translated into IPP for the basic price of petroleum product, 1.e.: 

p(O)(il) = p(0)(i2); for i = 58. 
(10) 

To ensure (10), the government could impose tariff or other measures on imponed petroleum 
product. However, to simplify the analysis, we assume equation (10) can be achieved in a 
similar manner by lerting the c.i.f. foreign currency price of imported petroleum products become endogeneous. 

Liquid fuel tax revenue neutrality requires that changes in petroleum product excise be 
related to the changes in the crude excise. Given that there are only three additional 
constraints implied by the revenue-neutrality condition (8) and the IPP conditions (9) and 
(10), we can specify pnly three more endogenous variables. These are the production excise 
on domestic crude (f( l )g+2j, j=15) and the sales raxes on domestic and imported petroleum 
product. For convenience at this stage, these taxes are assumed co be the same 16 for both 
industries and households, i.e: 

v(isjl) = v(is,3); for i = 58; s= l,2; allj's. 
(11) 

Conducting experimentS with ORANI-LFI' has therefore led co the addition of a liquid fuel 
tax revenue constraint (8), a uniform petroleum products rax rate constraint (11), and the rwo 
IPP mar.ket regulation assumptions, (9) and (10)17. The new condensed system consists of 
7000 variables and 3518 equations, compared with its standard ORANI counterpan of 6159 
variables and 2621 equations. 

Jj/ The impact of a cut in world prices can also be traced through ORA.NI variables in 
flow chart form. Such a presentation appears in Hall, Truong and Nguyen (1989) . 
.1§/ If we want to vary the excise rate for different industry and household users, then 
additional constraintS (or 'rules') must be established. For example, a Ramsey (1927) excise 
rule may vary the excise rate according to a priori established demand elasticitie.s. Some 
form of government subsidy rule could also be incorporated. This type of explicit variation in 
excise rates can easily be incorporated into our model, and can be the topic of furure srudies. 
JJ.J Note that, as explained in Truong ( 1986, p.15) for ORA.NI-FUEL, maimainin° the 
domestic-import elasticity of substirution for crude oil at itS standard high value of crd\ = 
50 (for i = 17, all j's) together with equation (9), implies that imported crude does not 
increase itS share of the domestic market and :that the domestic allocation scheme is !herefore 
preserved. · 
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5. EMPIRICAL RESCL TS 

Results were obtained using the GEN!PACK 2 sofrware (Release 4, September 1986) recently 
made available for use on VAX compucers (Pearson, 1986). Each simulation run 100k 
between 5 and 15 minutes (depending on the type of run) on the Universiry of New South 
Wales' YAXNM.S Y4.5. 

illustrative numerical results relevant 10 the five questions posed a t the end of section 1 are 
presented in Tables 1.2, and 3. All effects are shon run in nature, are conditioned by data 
based on 1977-78 input-ourput tables, and emanate from a 10 per cent cut in the c.i.f. foreign 
currency price of imported crude oil. The discussion which follows is for the nominal 
revenue neutrality cases, as the aggregate effects for this set of experiments are not 
substantially different from those obtained for the real revenue neutraliry cases. 

Energy Price, Tax Rate, and Excise Revenue Effects 

From Table 1, the uniform petroleum product excise rate increases required 10 achieve 
nominal liquid fuel ta.x revenue neucraliry, under mid-range imerfuel substimtion elasticity 
assumptions, were: 

12.9 per cent for the standard macroeconomic closure (i.e. real absorption constant 
balance of trade varying), and 

14.2 per cent for the "balance of trade constant" closure. 

The corresponding tax revenue figures were: 

a fall of -$11 Sm in crude oil levy revenue, paid for in increased petroleum products 
excise by the industrial sector (S52m) and by the household sector ($63m)I8, for the 
case of constant real absorption, and 

a fall of nearly -$129m in crude oil levy revenue, paid for by industries (over $57m) 
and by households (more than S7 lm), for the case of constant balance of trade. 

When considering the effeccs of crude oil levy and petroleum product excise on final 
petr0leum product prices, the basic price and the domestic purchase price of petroleum 
products have to be examined. A fall in the basic price of petroleum products can be due to a 
fall in impon price (the case of imponed crude) or a fall in government levy (the case of 
domestic crude), i.e. th.is is the price prior 10 the petroleum products excise rate. A fall (and in 
a minoricy of cases, a rise) in the purchase price of peaoleum products will be due 10 both a 
fall in import-pariry price of crude and a rise in peaoleum product excise. For the case of 
constant real absorption: 

the fall in the basic price of petroleum products is -6.2 per cent, while 

the fall in the domestic purchase price of petroleum products varies for most 
industries from a high of -4.0 per cent to a low of -0.06 per cen t. B uc for some 
industries, including 'wholesale trade' and 'ownership of dwellings', modest net 
increases in purchasers' price of petr0leum products of 0.64 and 0.80 were 
experienced. 

These results are consistent with the proposition in Piggott. Veale and Stevens (1987), and 
also the arguments put forward in Section 2 and Figure 6 of our paper, that in general the ner 
effect of reduced crude oil levy and increased petroleum products excise is a fall in the final 
(purchase) price of petroleum productS. The size of this fall will be less than the initial fall 

W For real revenue neutraliry, the relevant figures are -Sl 16rn. $50m and $6lm. The 
difference of around $Sm is accounted for by the small (around •,5 per cent) CPI effect. 
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due to import-parity pricing alone. The few reported cases where the final purchase price of 
petroleum products rose instead of fell corresponded to situations where the petroleum 
product excise component is more dominant than the 'basic ' price component. 

Aggregate Effects, and Effects on Industry Output and Employment 

It is clear from the aggregate effeci:s 19 presented in Table 1 and the strUcrural effectS set out 
in Table 3 that the imposition of different macroeconomic environments leads to substantially 
differenc consumer price index, ourpu1, and employment effects. 

When ourput adjustment has lO rake place primarily through the balance of trade, an 
improvement in the balance of trade to the order of $0.23b is recorded, together with a fall in 
the ORA.t'II index of consumer prices of around -0.5 per cent, and a small improvement of 
around 0.2 per cent in aggregate employment. 

But when the balance of trade is assumed to be constant and ourput adjusanem has to occur 
through changes in real absorption, an increase in real private absorption of around 0.4 per 
cem is observed- This leads to a greater increase in aggregate employment of around 0.3 per 
cem but also a small rise in the ORANl consumer price index of around 0.3 per cent. 

The percentage changes in industry ourpuc and employmem levels presented for selected 
industries in Table 3 indicate significant variation across industries and also according to the 
differem macroeconomic environments assumed_ 

Fuel Price and Quantity Effects 

From column 2 of Table 2, which presents resultS for a varying balance of trade and nominal 
revenue neutrality, the 10 per cent cut in the IPP of crude oil is consistent with a fall in the 
basic price of fuel and transport commodities (except for black coal), and an increase in their 
indusnial activity levels. More specifically, the resulting cut of around -6.2 per cenc in the 
basic price of petroleum productS bas led to falls of between -0.5 and -1.0 per cent for the 
basic prices of fuel and transport commodities. The basic price of coal rises by 0.1 per cent, 
due mostly to an increase in economic activity levels. For fuel producing and transport 
industries, the increases in activity level range from 0.1 to 0.9 per cent. 

le is also clear from the industry activity level figures in column 4 that interfuel substitution 
has been responsible for higher percentage increases in the use of oil, petroleum productS, 
and gas, and substantially reduced utilisation of electricity (relative to that under zero 
interfuel substirution).The impact of interfuel substitution on the black coal and four transport 
industries is negligible. This is because our particular form of imerfuel substitution bas been 
assumed to occur only in the tea industries listed in Appendix B. None of the ten are fuel and 
tr.lnsport industries. Thus, interfuel substitution has an effect on fuel and cranspon only 
indirectly through changes in activity levels. Direct fuel substitution effects could be 
incorporated in fucure work by expanding the Lise of industries in Appendix B to include fuel 
and transpon industries, and the incorporation of a wider range of elasticity values, as 
presented for example in Truong(l986, Table 6). 

For the household sector, figures in column 2 show increased use of oil and petroleum 
products, some decline in the use of black coal, and negligible effect on the consumption of 
electricity and gas. 

J!}j Recall that these are nee comparative static outcomes from a relative (oil) price shock. 
with only limited macroeconomic feedback effects taken into accounL For example, such 
macroeconomic variables as interest rates, the money scock, government bonds held by the 
non-bank sector, and the level of foreign reserves do not appear explicitly in ORA.t'II. 
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6. CO!'iCLUDCNG REMARKS 

It is clear from the analytical and empirical. work presented in sections 3 to 5, that Auscralian 
shon run general equilibrium applications in the energy area have now been successfully 
taken a significant seep funher. 

Analytically, this has been rhrough development of the ORANT-LFT model. suited to 
examining a range of liquid fuel excise tax issues in an indusaial sector imerfuel (but not 
imerfactor) substitution framework. Representative empirical results obtained from the new 
model are consistent with the broad qualitative conclusions derived from the partial 
equilibrium analysis of Piggon, Veale and Stevens (1987). 

The illascrative numerical values presemed in section 5 follow from a significant fall in 
revenue from the crude oil levy, caused by a 10 per cenc fall in the c.i f. foreign currency 
price of imported crude oil. This revenue fall was offset by a uniform increase in pecroleum 
produces excise, so as to achieve either nominal or real liquid fuel taX revenue neutrality. The 
aggregate and sttucrural values obtained seem sensible, given that the base period data are for 
1977-78. The numbers reported should not be used in policy work at this stage, as this would 
require both an updated data base and further analytical work as indicated below. 

The experiments reported take explicit account of two important strands of the Australian 
government's pre-1988 oil regulatory framework, namely the i.mpon parity pricing (IPP) and 
domestic allocation systems for crude oil. 1n particular, th.is meant: (1) ensuring that imported 
crude does not increase its share of the domestic market, by imposing !PP values for crude 
from both domestic and foreign sources; (2) requiring !PP values for refined pecroleum 
products from both sources to be the same: and (3) imposing import-export parity pricing 
rhrough the f.o.b. foreign currency export price and the import price of crude oil having to 
change in the same proportion. 

Analytically, the next step is co modify the model so as co be suitable for investigating 
"deregulated" oil rnarkecs. Examination of a wider range of macroeconomic assumptions and 
effects should then be undertaken. 
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APPENDIX A: ORAi'\11-FUEL. 

Imerfuel substitution is incorporated imo the standard ORANI model by replacing the 
existing ORANI equation (12.23) with the following (see Truong et al., 1985, equations (30) and (39)): 

xOl(is)j = Zj - cCl)ij [pC 1\is)j - 1:s s(l)(is)j pCl)(is)jJ + aOlij; 

s=l,2; iE E; je F; 

a(Ilij = Ls.1:k sCI)(ks)j p(I)(ks)j nh,k + [e.ii - IJ Zj; 

i,k e E, je F; 

(Al) 

(A2) 
where: 

E is the set of substitutable energy commodities (E=( 16,17,58,86,87)). 
F. is the set of industries wherein there is significant imerfuel substitution. 
TJ,li,k is the conditional (i.e. given total fuel demand) price elasticity of substitution 

. berween fuels i, kin industry j). 
£.lj is the (conditional) Divisia elasticity of demand for fuel i with respect to total 

energy demand in industry j). 

Note that a(llij = 0 for chose industries wbere there is no fuel substirution and where the 
Divisia elasticity is unitary. 

The term aClljj is chen related co the variable b8 of the ORANI- condensed system through 
equation DPSV (32.17): 

[b8]i = l:j B(l)(il)J {a(l\j • ~l)ij [v(iljl) C2(iljl) - l:s s(l)(is)j v(is,jl) ~2(is,jl)]J 

ie E; je F (A3) 

Only the variables bg and Zj remain in the ORANI condensed system. Other variables in the 
above equations, namely, xOl(is)j, aCllij, v(is,jl), and pO)(is)j are eliminated from the 
condensed system, and hence must be recovered. The first two variables are recovered. using 
(Al) and (A2). The lacrer two are recovered from the ORANI condensed-system variables b2, 
p(o)(is), l;(3), using the following equations (see DPSV equations (32.10) and (32.17):20 

Where: 

[b2]j = Li.Es [v(is,jl) ½2(is,jl) H(l)(is)j] ; (A4) 

p(ll(is)j = p(ol(is) <1(is,jl) + (l;(3) + v(is,jl)J <2(is,jl) 

+[1:r M(rl}is)jl p(o)(r1)J<3(isjl) ; for: s = 1,2; ie E. je F (A5) 

<1(isjl) represents the basic-value share in the purchasers' price of commodity i 
from source s for use in current production in industry j. 

s2(isJl) is the share of commodity taxes in the purchasers ' value of inputs of fuel i 
from source s for use in current production in indusay j . 

s3(is,j 1) represents the share of total margins (excluding taxes) in the purchasers· 
price of commodity i from sources for use in current production in indusay j. 

'lSl/ Note that the term a(l)ij is retained in b8 but not in b2. This is because we use a(l)ij 
in b8 to simulate imerfuel substitution (see tex:t, equation (18)). The term a( llij in b2 does not 
represent interfuel substirution (see also Truong er al., 1985, footnote 7). 
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BO )(ii )j is the share of total sales of domestic fuel i which is absorbed by industry j 
as a direct input imo production. 

S(l)(is)j is the share of the purchasers' value of fuel i from source s in industry j's 
total purchases of fuel i for use in current production. 

H(l)(is)j is the share of purchasers' value of input of fuel i from sources in the total 
. c~sts of industry j.21 

M(rl )(IS)J I is the share of input of (margin) good r in the total cost of margins 
(excluding taXes) required to transfer flows of good i from source s from the 
producer (or port of entry) to user j for use in current production. 

Equations (Al) to (A5) represent the complete interfuel sub-module. However, there are 
certain additional fearures which must usually be added on to this sub-module to take account 
of the fact that the existing ORANI commodity 17 actually consists of three different 
commodities: oil, gas, and brown coal. Thus any change to the price of commodi ty 17 
implies a shock to the price of gas and brown coal as well as t0 the price of crude oil. Since 
gas and brown coal are used as inpurs mainly to indusaies 85 (Gas) and 84 (Electricicy) 
respectively, we can 'compensate' these industries for the inadvertent shocks to their input 
prices. From DPSV equations ( 18.2) and (22.7), we can specify the compensating shocks to 
these industries through the shift variables f(l)g+2j as follows: 

where: 

f(l)g+2,j = - p(l)(il)j [H(l)(il)jfH(l)g+2J] ;for i=17, j={84,85 ); (A6) 

H(l)(il)j is the share of the purchasers' value of input of domestic commodity i in the 
total coses of industry j, and 

HO)g+2j is the share of 'other costs' tickets in the total cost of industry j. 

ll/ See DPSV Table 27. I. 
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APPENDIX 3: ELASTICITIES OF INTERF1IEL SUBSTITUTION 

The following tables provide illustrative interfuel substitution 
elasticities , based on work done by Donnelly (1983), Magnus and Woodland 
(1984 ) , Truong (1985). and Tumovsky, Folie and Ulph (1982) . 

Values given in the Tables are "base case" or ''aid-range" values for ri i. k. 

as specified in equation A2 of Appendix A. Variations around these values, 
considered suitable for preliminary sensiti vity analysis, appear within the 
parentheses. 

ORANI Industries 
j Name 

2 
12 
18 
50 

58 
63 
64 
88 
89 
90 

Wheat-sheep 
I r on ores 
Meat products 
Other basic chemical 

products 
Clay products 
Basic Iron and Steel 
Other basic metals 
Non-residential buildings 
Wholesale trade 
Retail Trade 

I ndustries 

·~ 58 

58 -. 2 
( ;. 2) 

86 .2 
(:.2) 

: 2, 

ORAN! Fuels 
i, k 

15 
58 
86 
87 

12 

86 

. 2 
( :. 2) 

- .2 
(:. 2 l 

Black Coal 
Petroleum products 
Electricity 
Gas 
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Industry : 18 Industry : 50 

~ 16 ;a 86 87 ~ 16 58 86 87 

-1.0 .2 .3 .5 - . 5 .15 . 15 .20 
16 (: ,3) ( ! · l) (: . l) ( :-1) 16 (:.3) (:. 1) (: .1) ( :. l) 

.2 -.5 . l .2 .15 -.5 . 15 .20 
58 (:. l) (;. 3) (:. 1) (:. 1) 58 (:. 1) (:. 3) ( :. l ) <:. 1 l 

.05 .2 -. 3 .05 .15 .15 -.; .20 
86 (:.OS) ( ! . 1) (;. 2) (:0-5) 86 (:. 1) (:.1 ) (:.3 ) (:.05) 

.25 .25 .25 -. j5 
87 ( :- 1) (: .1) (:.1) (: . 3} 

.25 .25 .25 :-75 
87 ( ! . 1) (: .1) (:. 1 l ( •.3 ) 

Industry : 58 Industry : 63 

X 16 58 86 87 ~ 58 86 87 

-1.0 . l .1 .8 -.5 .15 .35 
16 (: . 3) ( ! . l) (:. 1) (:. 1) 58 (:_3) (:.15) <: -15) 

.2 -1.0 .2 .6 .2 -. 5 .2 
58 (: .1) (:; . 3) ( •. l) 

• (!-1) 86 (:.l l (:. 2) (:. 1) 

.1 . 1 - .5 .3 .35 .15 - .5 
86 (:.os (:.1) (:.2 ) (:.05) 87 <:- 15) (::.15) ( :. 3) 

.8 .1 .1 -. 1 

87 (: ,1) (: .1) ( :-1) ( :. 3) 

Industries : 64 Industries : 88. 89, 90 

~ 16 58 86 87 ~ 16 58 86 87 

-.8 .1 .5 .2 -.3 .1 . l .1 
16 (:;_3) ( : .1 ) (: .1) (:-1) 16 (:.15) (:.OS) <:-05) (: .05) 

.1 -.5 . l .3 .15 .-4 .l .15 
58 (:.1) (:;. 3) ( ! · l) (:. l) 58 (:. l l (:.3) ( :-1 l (: .1 ) 

.2 . l -.; .2 .1 .1 -.3 .1 
86 (: .05) (: .1 l ,:.2) (:.05) 86 <:-05) (:-05) c:.15> (:.05) 

.1 .3 .1 -.5 .1 .2 .2 -.5 

87 (:.1) (: .1 l <:-1) (:. 3) 87 <:-1) (: .1) (:.1) (:. 3) 
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TABLE l 

Short-run Effects of a Fall in CMJde Oil Levy Revenue: • 
ORANI- LFT. wir.h Nominal Liquid Fuel Tax Revenue Neutralitv 

Macroeconomic c losure Real Absorption Constant Balance of Trade Constant 

Industrial interfuel substitution 
price elasticities of demand 

Kev Fuel Price and 
Excise Revenue Effects 

IPP CMJde oil 
Petroleum products excise rate 
Basic price.petroleum products 

Purchase price of domestic •• petroleum products f or: 
Non-residential buildings 
Basic iron and steel 
Wheat-sheep 
Wholesale trade 

Mid- range 

-10.0• 
12.91 
-6.24 

-2.82 
-2.26 
-1.33 
0.64 

-115.5 Crude oil revenue (Sm) 
Petroleum products excise 

Industrial Sector (Sm) 
Household Sector (Sm ) 

revenue 

Aggregate Effects 

ORANI CPI 
Real private absorption 
Balance of trade (Sb) 
Exports 
Imports 
Employment 

52.3 
63.2 

-0.54 
o.o• 
0.23 
0.57 

-1.02 
0.21 

Zero 

-10.0• 
12.53 
-6.25 

-2.85 
-2.28 
-1.39 
0.54 

- 112.3 

50.7 
61. 5 

-0.54 
o.o• 
0 .23 
0.57 

-1.02 
0.21 

Mid-range 

-10.0• 
14.22 
-5.92 

- 2.35 
-1.90 
- 0.80 

1. 31 

• 128.8 

57.4 
71. 4 

0 .29 
0.35 
o.o• 

-0.33 
-o. J3 
0 .31 

Zero 

-10.0· 
13.81 
-5,93 

-2.38 
-1.93 
- 0.86 
1.20 

-125.3 

55.6 
69,5 

0.29 
0.35 
o.o• 

-0.33 
-0.33 
0.31 

• Results a.re percentage changes. except for :-.he liquid fuel excise revenue and 
balance of trade figures which are in base period (1977-78) oillions/ billions of 
dollars. 

•• Reflects petroleum products price change. net of I?P fall and petroleum products 
excise rate rise. Figures are for four representative industries only. 
Price changes differ by industry in accordance with i~duscry margins . 

• Value chosen exogenously. 
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TABLE 2 

Percentage Changes in Basic Price, Industry Output 
and Household Commodity Demand Variables for fuel and 
Related Industries 

Model 0~.0.NI-FUEL 

Industrial Interfuel Mid- range 
Substitution Elasticities 

Basic Price of Domestic 
Commodities 
16 Black coal 
17 Oil, (gas & brown coal) 
58 Petrol. & Coal products 
86 Electricity 
87 Gas 

95 Road transport 
96 Rail & other transport 
97 Water transport 
98 Air transport 

Industrv Activity Levels 
14 Black coal 
15 Oil , (gas & brown coal) 
56 Petrol. & coal products 
84 Electricity 
85 Gas 

93 Road transport 
94 Rail & other transport 
95 Water transport 
96 Air transport 

Household Demand for 
Domestic Consumption 
16 Black coal 
17 Oil, (gas & brown coal) 
58 Petrol. & coal products 
86 Electricity 
87 Gas 

95 Road transport 
96 Rail & other transport 
97 Water transport 
98 Air transport 

0.1117 
-10.0• 
-6.2468 
-0.5877 
-0. 6929 

-0.9613 
-o . 6423 
-0.6762 
-1.0583 

0.9010 
0.5535 
0.71!54 
0.1208 
0.0819 

0.2364 
0.3043 
0.2881! 
0.5674 

-0.2548 
3.4477 
1.4338 

-0.0051 
0.0529 

0.0402 
0.0089 
0.7145 
0.8631 

ORANI-LFT Percentage difference 
attributable to iaposed 
interfuel substitution 

Mid- range Zero values 
(a) (b) ( ( (a)-(b) )/(b) x 100 

0.1057 
-10.0• 
-6. 2421 
-0.5470 
-0.6415 

-0.9265 
-0.6039 
-0.6504 
-1.0296 

0.8554 
0.4823 
0.6259 
0.1316 
0.1109 

0.2184 
0.2828 
0.2713 
0.5575 

-0.2431 
3.4577 
1.4355 

-0.0083 
0.0445 

0 .0403 
0.0085 
0.6903 
0.8638 

0.1067 
-10.0• 
-6.2483 
-0.5339 
-0.6465 

-0.9274 
-0.604 3 
-0.6514 
-1. 0306 

0.8565 
o.4448 
0.5619 
0 .14 39 
0.1056 

0.2181 
0.2820 
0.2697 
0.5578 

-0.2434 
3. 4577 
1 .4372 

-0.0156 
0.0471 

0.0404 
0.0085 
0.6915 
o.8649 

-0.94 

-0.10 
2.45 

-0.77 

-0.10 
-0.07 
-0.15 
-0.10 

-0.13 
8.43 

11.39 
-8.55 
5.02 

0.14 
0.28 
0.59 

-0.05 

• Real private absorption constant, and nominal liquid fuel tax revenue neutrality. 
The two digit numbers down the left hand side are ORANI industry nw,bers . 

• Value chosen exogenously. 
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TABLE 3 

Percentage Changes in Industry Output and E.1iployP1ent Levels· 

Industc-y Real Absorytion Constant 
Output Employment 

Balance of Tc-ade Constant 
Output Employment 

76 
25 
17 

• 64 
31 

14 
6 
4 

• 18 
13 

56 
• 50 

96 
15 
68 

94 
95 

• 89 
93 

• 63 

• 58 
84 
85 

• 90 
• 88 

• 

• 

Agc-icultuc-al Machinery 
Othec- food pc-oducts 
Sec-vices to mining 
Othec- basic metals 
Man-made fibres , yarns 

Black Coal 
Other farm 
Northern beef 
Meat products 
Non-ferrous metal ores 

Petrol. & coal products 
Other basic chemicals 
Air transport 
Oil, (gas & brown coal) 
Mococ- vehicles & parts 

Rail & othec- transport 
Water transpoc-t 
Wholesale trade 
Road transpoc-t 
Basic ic-on & steel 

Clay products 
Elect ricity 
Gas 
Retail Trade 
Othec- construction 

2.22 
1.39 
1.04 
0.97 
o.88 

o.86 
0.80 
0.78 
0.73 
0.10 

0.63 
0.54 
0.56 
o.48 
o.48 

0.28 
0.27 
0.23 
0 .22 
0.20 

0.20 
0.13 
0.11 

-0. 02 
-0.03 

2.42 
1.93 
1.14 
1.66 
0.95 

1.61 
1.17 
1. 61 
0.89 
1. 36 

1.06 
0.83 
0.68 
4.72 
0.50 

0.28 
0 .36 
0.30 
0.23 
0.23 

0.24 
0.25 
0.20 

-0.03 
-0 .03 

-0.11 
-0.39 
1. 16 
0.05 

-0.19 

-0.12 
-0. 16 
-0.19 
-0.20 
-0.08 

0.78 
0.13 
0.78 
0.57 
0.01 

0. 16 
0.09 
0.23 
0.17 
0.17 

0.29 
0.25 
0.34 
0.31 
0. 34 

-0.84 
-0.55 

1.27 
0.08 

-0.21 

-0.22 
-0.23 
-0.39 
-0.24 
-0 . 16 

l. 32 
0.20 
0.95 
6.05 
0.07 

0.15 
0.12 
0.30 
0.19 
0.21 

0 .36 
0.48 
0.61 
0.38 
0.38 

Fe-am ORANI-LFT, with nominal liquid fuel tax revenue neutrality. end mid-range 
industrial interfuel subst~tution price elesticicies of demand 

Indicates an industry for which explicit non-zero own-pc-ice and cross-price 
elasticities of demand were imposed. 



Figure 1: Percentage Shares of Revenue from ltxc:ise: Duly on Crude Oil and Petroleum Products 
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Figure 2: Revenue from excise Duly on Crude Oil and Petroleum Products 
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Figure 3: 
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Figure 4: 
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Figure 5: A Stylised Australian Oil Market 
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Soul"C1':!: Piggot, Veale and Stevens (1987, p. 7). 
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Figure 6: A More Complex Stylised Australian Oil Market 
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